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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL. III.

thy

saviny health, among all nations”

GAMIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1833.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEOROE W. MYERS. PRINTER._____________

THE PILGRIM’S FAREWELL TO THE WORLD.
For we have no continuing city, but we seek one to come.
Hebrews xiii. 1-k
Farewell, poor world! 1 must be gone:
Thou art no home, no rest for me.
I'll take my staff and travel on,
Till I a better world may sec.
Why art thou loth, my heart? Oh why
Do’st thus recoil within my breast?
Grieve not, but say farewell, and fly
U nto the ark, my dove! there’s rest.
I come, my Loan! a pilgrim’s pace;
Weary, and weak, I slowly move;
Longing, but yet can’t reach the place,
The gladsome place of rest above.
I come, my Loan! the floods here rise;
These troubled seas foam nought but mire;
My dove back to my bosom flies;
Farewell, poor world! heaven’s my desire.”

“Stay, stay,” said earth; “whither, fond one?
Here’s a fair world, what would’st thou have?”—
•‘Fair world? Oh! no, thy beauty’s gone,
A heavenly Canaan, Loan, 1 crave!
Thus ancient travellers, thus they
Weary of earth, sigh’d after thee.
They're gone before, I may not stay,
Till I both thee and them may see.
Put on, my soul, put on with speed;
Though th’ way be long, the end is sweet.
Once more, poor world! farewell indeed;
In leaving thee, my Loud I meet.”
[jDi’eiwe Poems, 1737-

MIBSIONARY.
From the Missionary Record.
GREECE.
The following is an extract of a letter from the Rev. Mr.
Ilni, dated “Athens, Nov. 21st, 1832,” recently received:

“I have the pleasure of acknowledging the re
ceipt of your encouraging and friendly letter of
11th of May; and in the name of all my compan
ions I thank you and the Committee sincerely, for
the full expression of confidence in us, and appro
bation of our proceedings. The Resolutions com
municated to us in the letter alluded to have been
very consolatory to us in the midst of nfany priva
tions and trials, and have stimulated us to proceed
with more diligence and zeal, if possible, to the
accomplishment of our work. The Committee
are aware, from our former communications, that
the whole charge of the schools devolves upon
Mrs. Hill and myself, while that of the Press is
confined to Brother Robertson. Mrs. Robertson
has not had any connexion with the schools since
their re-establishment at the commencement of
the year, after Mrs. Hill’s return from Smyrna, her
family requiring all her time. It belongs to me,
therefore to inform the Society of the state of this
very important branch of our mission; while Bro
ther Robertson will, in a separate communication,
keep you advised of the progress of the Press. Joint
letters will only be occasionally necessary.
“During the last summer,God has eminently bless
ed us. We are indeed at a loss to express our feel
ings, when we see what we have, through Divine
blessing been enabled to accomplish. Our schools
have increased beyond our highest expectations in
numbers and discipline; and the improvement of
our pupils in religious knowledge—in habits of
order, and in human learning, is truly gratifying.

The arrangement which I made last spring, on my
return from Smyrna, and which I communicated
to you in my letter of 20th and 30th of March last,
has been the saving of this department of our mis
sion; and although 1 undertook it on my own reponsibility and through much opposition, the re
suit has proved it to have been done under the di
rection of Providence. Oar house now contains
upwards of 200pupils daily, and it can hold no more.
We have been compelled to give up one room af
ter another, and even the hall, which is filled with
girls from morning to night. Few know to what
inconvenience we subject ourselves, by having the
schools under our own roof; but the advantages
attending it far exceed them: and, indeed, until
we can get buildings of our own, in which the
schools will be permanently located, we can make
no other arrangement. The Sopiety certainly ex
pect that we will do our utmost and according to
our means we fully intend to do so. We are not
satisfied to sit down with some dozen or twenty
children around Us, and think we have done all
that ought to be expected of us. The field is wide
—the harvest is white—we have been sent into the
vineyard, and as the servants of God, must do the
work of God, while it is day—with good will do
ing service, as unto the Lord, and not unto men.
I fully believe, therefore, that the Society will co
incide with Mrs. Hill and myself in the desire we
feel of gathering as many as possible around us,
to hear the word of God and learn His ways; and
that we need not fear on the part of the Society
or the Committee, any hinderance whatever. In
deed, we are impelled forward by the very force'
which we have created, and to stop our operations
would be to ruin every tiling. I am very sure our
friends, could they see what opportunity we have
of doing good by the establishment of schools,
would urge us forward. They would see too, were
they eye witnesses, that nothing hut the strongest
sense of duty could induce us to insist upon ex 
tending ourselves as far as we have, and impel us
to look forward to much greater objects involving
as they do and must continue to do, the whole devo
tion of body and mind of those, upon whom the
charge devolves, and the sacrifice of health and
strength, and many ordinary comforts. But I see
an object before us, worthy of every sacrifice—a
prospect most cheering to the hearts of your mis
sionaries under every trial—most conclusive in set
tling them in the firm conviction that they are in
the path of duty. Hitherto our faith has never
wavered, during the darkest part of our course.
A strong persuasion that He to whose service we
had devoted ourselves,, and whose glory only we
sought, would support us in every judicious mea
sure. The approbation of the Executive Com
mittee—the approbation of our own consciences
—the present state and prospects of our establish
ment, (so firmly rooted that it cannot be destroy
ed but by our own act) are so many proofs, that
we did not follow the leadings of our own will.—
What hop’’ is there for this people, but from the
regious education of their youth? The present
actors on the scene of public life, are those who
have passed through all the horrors of the re
volution and whose early habits were formed un
der the the demoralizing influence of Turkish des
potism; and those who ought now soon to come
forward to take the places of their fathers, and
who for twelve years past, driven from their homes
deprived of every means of education, after having
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lost the golden period which God allots for neces
sary preparation, have returned to their ruined
dwellings, totally unfitted for the high duties which
they owe to God and to society. To the greater
part of these, the advantages of education are lost
for ever—they must toil for their daily bread—they
have neither leisure nor inclination to commence
the arduous work of education, at the age of open
ing manhood. But there is a third class—the
young and rising generation, which still remains;
and here the attention of the philanthropist is
directed with strong and encouraging hope. The
children who were born in the year just pre
ceding or during the evil days of the revolution,
are before us. They implore our fostering care
they meet us at every step— they beseech us too
in the character of orphans—'.hey plead with ir
resistible force, their claims upon our compassion,
by tales of heart-rending wo, and by spectacles
of misery such as your eyes have never looked
upon. Shall they be refused? No. We will give
ourselves and all that we have of strength and abili
ty to teach these famishing children the way to
I leaven,and we know we shall he sustained. Come
and look a moment at our infant school. There
you see, in what was once our magazine now con
verted into a commodious chamber, 120 Jittie ones
neat and orderly, and happy. They rise at a sig
nal from their beloved teacher—with their arms
folded and their heads bowed down, they repeat
their thanksgivings for being allowed to sec
the light of another day, and for the privi
lege of attending a place of instruction; and they
implore the blessing of God upon the instructions
they are to receive and those who instruct them
—upon their parents and benefactors. They pro
ceed to the several classes; the word of God, which
is the bread of life, is broken and divided among
them, according to their several ages. Some,
indeed, are employed only in learning the letters,
which compose the name of Jesus, while others
are able to learn his acts of grace and saving mer
cy. By means of cards, pictures, hymns, Ac.
the youngest are constantly learning, either by
dictation or reading, some of the rich treasures of
the word of God; while the instruction is so diver
sified by the introduction of some pleasing employ
ment in which instruction is blended with amuse
ment, as to render their school the happiest home
they ever had. They sing the alphabet and many
of the Infant school rhymes, as used in our schools
at home (which 1 have had translated by different
friends,) to the original metres with the greatest
delight. When the morning's work is done, they
ask a blessing upon their common meal, and then
are dismissed for an hour. Almost all however,
remain within the enclosure, amusing themselves in
any way they please. By means of the numerical
frame—a small globe, &c.—they have made great
advances in arithmetic, geography, and various
other important matters, as such things are taught
in the United States. But the coloured pictures,
representing the miracles of Christ, form an inex
haustible source of pleasing instruction for these
little creatures. The impression which these les
sons make upon them is so vivid, that they never
fail to carry home to their parents, some account
of what they have thus learned; and thus the pa
rents, otherwise totally deprived of the means of
instruction, hear from their lisping infants much
important truth; we have daily proofs of.this front
the mouth of the parents themselves. When they
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have concluded the day and are about to be dis
missed, they sing a beautiful hymn of praise to the
Trinity, which, with no small difficulty I have taught
them.
“When they have sung this hymn, they again,
by a signal from their teacher, place themselves in
the attitude of prayer, and repeat the Lord s prayer
or the Creed. They are then dismissed is an or
derly manner, the whole of them leaving the pre
mises in a line, singing and beating time with their
hands. The impression which the school has made
upon all strangers and Athenians, is really mat
ter of astonishment. Visiters throng to see it eve
ry day, and blessings innumerable are pronounced
upon the benefactors of these orphans.
The largest room in our house, we have fitted up
for the principal elementary school for girls.—
There are about seventy who attend very regular
ly. Here are taught the Scriptures and whatever
is taught in similar schools at home. After the
school is opened with prayer, and the reading of
the Scriptures, a portion of them are conducted
to another room, and another portion to the hall,
(or piazza) having no other place. Thus we have
three departments of larger girls—one of which
is, properly speaking, the elementary school. The
second consists of such girls as have to work hard
for their daily bread, and who, it is thought best,
should be employed in handiwork more than the
others. The third department consists of those
who are destined, we hope, to become the future
teachers of schools: in this class are found thirty,
who give evidence, that the labor which Mrs. Hill
has so unremittingly bestowed upon them for a
year past, has not been in vain. They love their
teacher, and there is rarely cause for reproof. They
are instructed in the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament with the greatest care, and it is
most gratifying to observe their holy reverence
for the word of God. They are, indeed, as yet,
but babes in the knowledge of Divine truth; but
it is a pleasure to teach them, so readily do they
receive the truth and so anxious are they to know
its meaning.
“I do not now enter into any detail of what is
taught, for want of time; and for the same reason
must forbear the recital of many extremely inter
esting incidents, that daily go to prove the im
portance of our labors, and the good hope of pre
cious results. For the same reason, I must only
glance at the boys school, which is also, from mo
tives of economy, taught under our own roof. The
Committee have been informed long ago, that du
ring my absence in Smyrna, the Lancasterian school
was dismissed, the teacher being found incompetent;
and since then it has neither been practicable to
get a good teacher, nor a proper place; for such
a school requires, of course, a large apartment.
But this desideratum is about to be supplied as I
shall mention presently. The Hellenic school,
which we commenced in August, 1831, has con
tinued in successful operation, ever since under an
excellent teacher—Stephanos, of Tenos. The stu
dies pursued in this school arc Jacob's Greek Rea
der, (of part of which an edition has been publish
ed at our Press, for the use of the schools in Greece,
without the notes,) Xenophon’s Memorabilia; the
Apologies of Socrates by Plato, and the Crito of
Plato; some of the Orations of Demosthenes, and
the Septuagint and New Testament. Once a week,
I meet the whole of the boys for the study of the
Septuagint, which they translate into modern
Greek, and which I then explain to them at large.
This exercise affords me an excellent opportunity
of preaching the Gospel to an attentive and inquir
ing company of young men; while I endeavor to
make it interesting to them, by introducing re
marks on a variety of subjects, growing out of the
passage under consideration. Three times a week
I instruct a class taken from the scholars of this
school, with a few who do not belong to the school,
in English—the only book we use is the English
Bible. Among these, I have the pleasure of see
ing Mr. C.****, late Governor of Tripolitza—a
representative in the National Assembly, and at
present one of the Archons of Athens; he is a
native of Athens. Another of my English class
it a young Athenian, who until lately, was the Se
cretary of the Governor of Megara, Some of the
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scholars of Mr. King’s Greek school attend this and ardent zeal, came from Connecticut to 1!'
class. Besides these engagements, I meet the Fe in the employment of the American Sunday *
male school at three o’clock, every Wednesday, to Union. It is said that he left home, uodt.
explain the Gospel: andon Sunday two hours are cumstances of touching interest. He
occupied in the same delightful task—the most de just reached the years of manhood, and ha,/'
lightful, I can truly say, of all my missionary la cently assumed the duties of the sacred 0/
bors. The Infant School occupies our attention His parents were aged; their other sons had W
first on Sunday morning. They assemble very the parental roof to engage in the active bus,
early, and after singing one or two of their beau of life in distant places, and they had fondly/,
tiful hymns and repeating their prayers, their ex to retain this son near them, to solace their?
cellent under-teacher Elizabeth, gives them a little , dining years by his society, perhaps to sup ’,
lecture adapted to their capacities, and asks them them by his exertions. But his affections had?
a variety of questions from the Scripture pictures. come ardently enlisted in the noble enterpn,
At 9 o’clock the exercises commence in the up disseminating truth and knowledge, by the inj.
per school, which will not now contain all who at mentality of Sunday schools; and he lou»t;
tend; for we always have a number of adults, the become a laborer in a field so boundless ar,;.
parentsor other relativesof the children,and some inviting. He had heard of wilds where the s©
times stangers, to listen to the explanation of the of the gospel was seldom heard—of wildernt..
Gospel. In this exercise, which is in fact, the even in our own land, where the kindred rninth •
best method of preaching the Gospel, I am occa his own countrymen, were ripening without sionally assisted by my excellent friend, the Rev. struction, and he longed to become to them, the
Dr. C. L. Korck, late one of the Church Missiona messenger of glad tidings. It was a noble
ry Society’s missionaries, who with his wife now tion; it was a holy ardour in the cause of lean t,
resides here. This worthy Brother is in ill health and religion. If ever ambition is a virtues
and is out of employ, having resigned his situation ever the high aspirations of the soul can'be tr„«
in Syra, where he had labored so long and so said to be warmed and lighted up by an ether;,
faithfully, and removed to Euboea; but being dis spark from heaven, it is when the energies of a
appointed in his views there, and being much out pure mind are thus directed by a disinterested
of health he came here this summer to be near benevolence to promote the best interests of nun.
his Christian brethren. We find him truly a great Actuated by this high sense of duty, this mug
blessing to us in many respects, as his great ex gentleman left his father’s house, with a Blendeperience in Syra, in the conduct of missionary constitution, and a slight acquaintance with tbr
schools, enables him to aid us effectually as his great world, in whose concerns he was now t
strength permits him. It is unnecessary to enlarge mingle, to engage in the toilsome and complicate
upon this head, as you are already acquainted with duties of the office which he had chosen.
our mode of conducting these exercises. As, how
Arriving in Illinois in the early part of the w
ever, I am daily improving in the language, it of ter, or late in the autumn, he was at Springfieit
course has become a more important exercise in Sangammon county, in January, making arranf
than formerly. We have also abandoned the plan ments to commence a tour of duty. Having dr
of explaining only the Gospel of the day; and termined to cross the country, from Springfit.
now explain the scriptures in course. In this way to the settlements on the Wabash, he set out o«
all the doctrines and precepts of the Gospel, with the morning of the 17th of January. If nr did
the history of our Divine Lord and his apostles, not believe firmly in the superintending guidance
are brought before them in order. This, together of Providence, we should he disposed to lament
with the daily reading of the New Testament, and this decision. The distance to be travelled to
the familiar explanation of Mrs. Hill and the teach reach his field of labor, was somewhere about one
ers, forms a stock of divine knowledge, which is cal hundred miles, the country a wide uninhabited
culated to make them wise unto salvation. Thus prairie, interspersed with narrow strips of timber
we plant the seed and water it with our prayers: and intersected by streams, over which, bridge,
we commend them also to yours, and may God give had not yet been thrown, and which might, at tbs
the increase. I have also, of late, devoted half season, be swelled by floods. To any one ac
an hour at noon two or three times a week, to teach quainted with the country, with the difficulties or
them sacred music; so that we are gradually en the way, and with the expedients usually adopted
larging our stock of tunes; but we are not well by travellers, there would have been no dangr
supplied with hymns. They are not used (in me and but little inconvenience. To a stranger, the
tre) in their own Church, and their music is wretch journey was hazardous.
ed enough. We have, at present, only the little
Mr. Hawley, after a short day’s ride, spent the
collection prepared by the Rev. S. S. Wilson, of first night at the house of a Mr. Wilson, wherebr
Malta, a translation of some of Watts’Divine songs, was hospitably entertained. The next day “
and Jane Taylor's sacred poems—rather calculat proposed to go to the house of Mr. James :
ed for young children than for general use. A Shaw, twenty-eight or thirty miles further. H1
gentleman has translated Bishop Heber’s Mission was kindly dissuaded from making this atten
ary hymn, and the 51st Psalm, into a sort of rhyme. on account of the inclemency of the weather,tb
At our Missionary Concert this month, when Dr. probability of losing his way, and the difficulty*
Korck, his wife and sister-in-law, who are both passing two branches of the Kaskaskia river,i*
Greeks, were present, we sung • From Greenland’s ally fordable, but now probably difficult to cr»‘
icy Mountains,’ in Greek.
He thought that liis duty urged him forward,!(To be Continued.)
proceeded. His way lay across a prairie ttf‘
miles in width, then over a stream and throui
From the Western Monthly Magazine.
a narrow strip of timber, then over another*-'
MISSIONARY ADVENTURE.
prairie, to the second and larger stream, abef
Most of the following facts are known to the one mile beyond which, is the house of Mr. Sb' i
writer of this article. At the time of their occur The day was excessively cold, and the plain, c»'
rence, they made a deep impression upon his mind, ered with snow, exhibited a vast and dreary :
and they will probably be interesting to others. panse, as cheerless and savage to the eye, as
I o some, perhaps, they will afford instruction. deserts of Siberia.
From this time he was heard of no more;
Those who are accustomed to consider the myste
rious ways >f Providence, will read this simple as the settlements towards which he had g«"
narrative with a feeling of deep solemnity. Death were detached from those he had left, and theis always solemn; it is always deeply affecting tercourse between them not frequent at this)f!
when the young are its victims, or when the hand son, his friends entertained no alarm, until buy
of God suddenly terminates a career began in vir lence, long protracted, awakened fears, which
tue, and giving a bright promise of useful exer gan to be confirmed by a report which reifbtion. It is then that the heart spontaneously them late in the month of March, that a horse ■
yields its testimony to that decree of the judg sembling that which he rode, whose rider w«-sy
ment which pronounces, that the reward of the posed to have been drowned, had been found nesvirtuous is not in this world; that there is—there the larger branch of the Kaskaskia, about the - must be, ‘a better country.’
of his disappearance.
The reverend Theron Baldwin, then rest *°I
In the fall of the year 1829, the reverend Stiles
Hawley, a young missionary of exemplary piety Vandalia, was at Jacksonville when tburua-
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reached that place, and determined to proceed im
mediately to the fatal spot to investigate its truth.
He went to Springfield, where he was joined by
Mr. Andrew Moore, and on the morning of the
29th of March, they set out on their melancholy
duty. On Tuesday morning they reached the
house of Mr. Wilson, where they ascertained the
facts which we have stated. Here they were join
ed by two other persons, and the party thus aug
mented, proceeded to Mr. Shaw’s. This house,
Mr. Hawley had expected to reach, the day he
left Mr. Wilson’s; and by the route he pursued,
be would have passed no other house during the
day. On inquiry, they were entirely satisfied that
no such man had ever been there, and not a doubt
remained, that death had arrested the young mis
sionary in the solitary waste. But what was the
manner of that death? Had he become benum
bed by cold, and fallen from his horse? Had he
strayed from the path and been lost in that in
terminable wilderness? Had the murderer wayInyed this man of peace, or had the wolf preyed
upon his body? In vain do religion and philoso
phy suggest how unimportant is the mode in which
the soul becomes disengaged from its clay tene
ment, and how valueless are the lifeless remains of
our friends—especially when we feel assured that
the spirit is happy. On this ocasion, the intense
anxiety felt by the friends of the lamented Haw
ley, pervaded the bosoms of the residents of that
lonely region. They were plain unlettered men,
but their hearts were true to the sympathies of
nature, and with one accord they tendered their
services to Mr. Baldwin, to assist in the search;
and lie has assured the writer, that during the
several days he spent among them, he was treat
ed with a kindness and hospitality, and saw display
ed towards himself, and in relation to the fate of
his friend a degree of considerate and tender feel
ing, which will never be effaced from his memory.
Every house was open to him, and in no instance
was pecuniary compensation asked or accepted, ei
ther for his entertainment, or the laborious servi
ces performed by the people in aid of the object
of his visit.
[To be Continued.)

RELIGIOUS.
From Domestic Portraiture.
FAMILY OF T.EGII RICHMOND.

Mr. Richmond’s first object was to make home
the happiest place for his children; to render them
independent of foreign alliances in their pursuits
and friendships; and so to interest them in domestic
enjoyments, as to preclude the feeling, too common
in young people, of restlessness and longing to
leave their own fire-sides, and wander abroad in
search of pleasure and employment. In this at
tempt to satisfy his family and engage their com
pliance with his wishes, he so completely succeed
ed, that every member of it left home with regret,
even on an occasional visit, and returned to Pur
vey with fond anticipation, as to the place of their
treasures.
To his daughter F------he writes:
“We are going on quietly at home. Little K
------ , by a sudden determination, is gone into Nor
folk. My love and respect for your dear, most
dear mother, has prevailed to gain my consent;
otherwise I much prefer a mother’s and eldest sis
ter’s roof, for female education, to any school.—
But I leave this affair in God’s hands, and hope he
will overrule it for the best. I have long thought
that thoughagood school is betterthan a bad home,
a good home is the best of schools. Children are
for the most part educated in temper and habits
of all kinds, not by governesses, but by compan
ions, and here all is contingency, But so much
of my own happiness consists in making your dear
mamma happy, that I waive my objection to a
temporary alienation from the parental roof, and
pray God it may not injure K------ ’s spiritual wel
fare. Some may think I am too fond of seeing
my children around me; if it be a weakness, I must
plead guilty to it; from their infancy I have looked
forward, as far as providential circumstances would
permit, to find comfort, support and companionship
m my children. My middle and if spared, my old
age, may much require it; and if ray life be short,
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can any wonder that I should like to see and know ! prayer, they step aside from the ordinary avocamuch of them while I remain in this world. It tions of life and lay
say a few stones in the edifice. The
has ever been my heart’s desire and prayer to rest of the time they buildfor the world, as they
give them a useful, happy, exemplary home; were seem to suppose, and not for God.
I to fail here, life would indeed become a blank to
This view, so far as it is prevalent, is deeply to be
me. I would strive “to roll the troublous trial on regietted. It has done much more to undermine
God,” but I should deeply mourn in secret. Sons Christianity than open infidelity. Paine in his
must in due season go forth into a wanton and wick sneers-at religion sometimes blundered upon im
ed world to seek their bread; but daughters, while portant truths—important, I mean to those who
unmarried, are better calculated to become com are willing to learn from their enemies, and he was
forters and campanions to their parents, as they more than half correct when he said that unfaithful
go down to the vale of years. Your affectionate Christians were the greatest infidels he knew. In
father,
L. It.”
deed, I helieveit was fully admitted, before Paine’s
A happy home greatly depends on the recrea time,—at least in theory—that professing Chris
tions and amusements which are provided foryoung tians who are destitute of the image of Christ,
people. It js no small difficulty to give a useful injure his cause more than all other persons; but
direction to their play hours: little more has been it does not seem to be/e/Z, even now.
It is high time to understand the full import of
contemplated in the gambols of youth than the
healthy activity of their bodies, and the refresh the declaration; “Ye cannot serve God and mam
We cannot build for God one moment,
ment of their spirits; it is well when these objects mon.
can be attained without the indulgence of sinful and for the word or satan the next. No such thing.
tempers; but youthful sports have often proved the The spiritual building ought to go up steadily and
nursery of pride, ambition, and contention. In ' progressively towards heaven, in every thought,
public schools these evils have been encouraged, word and action of our lives; not by fits and starts,
or at least deemed unavoidable. The seed of re lie who thinks that the little hourly occurrences
venge in manhood has been planted in boyish vio of life have nothing to do with religion, is apt to
lence, and the unheeded acts of oppression by the appear to those hyocritical. “What,” say they,
elder boys towards their juniors, have trained them “do ye more than othere?” And no reasonable
to tyranny in riper years. Private education af man will find fault with such a question. Every
fords greater facilities for checking these evils, but tiling ought habitually to be performed by the
the want of the stimulus supplied by numbers is Christian in just such a manner which he suppos
apt to render the pastime uninteresting and home es his Lord and Master would approve, were lie
present in his humanity. For whether present or
distasteful.
Mr. R. was alive to these inconveniences, and absent he certainly does either approve or disapprove
endeavoured by a succession and variety of recrea at every moment. The eye which neither slum
tions to employ the leisure hours to advantage. bers nor sleeps is never unmindful of the concerns
He had recourse to what was beautiful in nature, of his creatures, merely because these concerns
or ingenions in art or science; and when abroad are little. There is a sense in which we may be
he collected materials to gratify curiosity. He as truly worshipping God in these little things, as
A.
fitted up his museum, his auctarium, and his libra in those of much greater magnitude.
ry with specimens of mineralogy, instruments for
What an overflowing reward does the parent re
experimental philosophy, and interesting curiosi
ties from every part of the world; he had his ma ceive who witnesses the triurqphs of faith in a child
gic lantern to exhibit phantasmagoria, and teach whom he lias trained by instruction and example
natural history; to display picturesque beauty, in the principles of religion 1 The following inci
and scenes and objects far-famed in different coun dent in the dying hours of one of the sons of Legh
tries; his various microscopes for examining the Richmond appeals to every heart.—S. <S. Jour.
minutiae of plants and animals; his telescope for
“My father was obliged to leave Wilberforce
tracing planetary revolutions and appearances; his j for a little while; on his return, the latter lookedair-pump and other machines for illustrating and ing up with a smile, said, ‘Papa, I cannot pray
explaining the principles of pneumatics and elec- now—I am so very ill;—but I have been praising*
tricity; authors of every country who treated on ‘For what my dear boy? ‘I have been blessing
the improvements connected with rnodern science; God for giving me such a father:—when I can say
whatever, in short, could.store the mind with ideas, nothing else, I can praise God for such a dear fa
or interest and improve the heart. When be tra ther, to whom I can tell all, and who helps me on
velled he kept a correspondence with his family, to heaven.’ This was almost too much for my fa
and narrated to them the persons, places, and ad ther; he could neither speak nor weep, he seemed
ventures of his progress. On his return he enliv absorbed in unutterable feeling—the fountain of
ened many a leisure hour by larger details of all tears was dried up.
“ Willy did not wait for a reply. ‘ I am sorry, pa
that he had observed to amuse and improve.
It was a sight truly gratifying to witness the af- pa, I did not open my mind to you before: how
tectionate parent in the professor’s chair, with a 1 much happier I should have been, if I had done so.
mind richly stored and a countenance beaming I have now no reserve—I can tell you every thing
with kindness, fixing the attention of his youthful —You are my friend and my guide—my dear, dear
auditors on subjects abstruse in their character, papa, I do love you. You have so helped me in
but rendered interesting, and intelligible to the my great trial.’ ”
happy group which surrounded him.
MARK THIS.
Music was another source of domestic amuse
In no instance, perhaps, besides that of religion
ment in which Mr. R. excelled, being both a good
composer and no mean performer. Many of bis do men commit the very illogical mistake of first
children played on some instrument, and occasion canvassing all the objections against any particular
ally joined their father in a “concert of sweet system whose pretensions to truth they would ex
sounds.” He wished to exclude what was frivo amine, before they consider the direct arguments
lous or trifling in this noble art, and delighted in in its favor.—Dr. Hawkins.
the grave full-toned harmony, as best calculated
All unregenerate persons, whether Jews or Gen
to inspire corresponding emotions.
He encouraged the use of the pencil, and was tiles, will have a fling at the gospel; it is contra
very anxious that his daughters should cultivate ry to them, and they are contrary to it; they
cannot reach the mystery of it, and therefore do
their taste for drawing.
slight and contemn it. But all who are effectually
called, and savingly enlightened, do highly prize
From the Boston Recorder.
it: they see much of the power and wisdom of God
SPIRITUAL BUILDING.
There are individuals who seem to think the in this excellent contrivance of man’s salvation by
Christian builds for eternity only at intervals.— Christ; they desire to know nothing but Christ,
They either forget that whether we eat or drink, and him crucified.—Cole.
or xvhatsoever we do, we should do all to the glory
Put a low value on the world’s clay, and put an
of God; or else they never understood this land
guage of St. Paul. During a part of one day in sev high value on Christ. Temptations will come;
en, at morning and evening family worship, and per but if you do not make them welcome, they will
haps at a few stated and stiuted periods for secret- turn to your advantage.—Rutherford
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which are seen were not made of the things which strength, and his life. From whatsoever nU4..
it bursts in upon him, he hails its approach *
Geology is as yet but imperfectly understood, greets it as his firmest friend. His motto it
It is a remarkable fact, that the most able and
learned works, for the illustration or defenct; of but the more it is known, the more testimony it changedandunchangeable,—“truth shal lk
Christianity, owe their existence indirectly to in constantly imparts to the truth of the Mosaic his umph.”—Gurney's Address.
fidelity. So evident is this, that it forcibly re tory. It is accumulating a mass of proof, far be
The writer of this address, it is believed ,
minds the Christian, that his God hath said, “the1, yond what could ever have been expected, and distinguished member of the society of Frier
wrath of man shall praise Him and the remainder, for the establishment of the fact and the date of A descendant of William Penn is also standing'
of wrath he will restrain.” When Hume publish the Noahic deluge, its value is already equal to an able and successful expositor and champ^
ed the sophism that a “miracle could not be that which can possibly be gained from any other what he appropriately terms the Mosaic GV
proved, and therefore Christianity could not be souice.
Although his writings have not yet beenpubi.,j.
Thus, in every instance, the implements which in this country, I trust that very soon, for theuj,
upheld by testimony,” how many an able pen was
called into action.—What an admirable specimen have been forged for the subversion of the truth, both of science and religion a condensed vier
of lucid argument and conculsive moral reasoning have been wrested from its opposers and employ his geological system will he given to the Ab.lias been furnished the Christian’s library by West ed in its defence. As the press at Geneva, first can public.
in his work on the “resurrection”—this owes its established to diffuse infidelity by tracts, has since
origin to the assertion that “the evangelical his been employed to promote, by the same means,
From the Episcopal Recorder.
tories are contradictory.” As each succeeding the cause of Christ, and has also been the cause
LOOK
TO THE CONSEQUENCES.
infidel writer has appeared to attack one of the of starting many more; so Geology has, first claim
Let your conversation be as it becometh the Gospel of CU.
outposts of religion, one or more abler champions ed by the unbeliever, since been found to contrib
Phil. j. 27.
has arisen for the defence of the truth, till almost ute its undivided support to the truth of the Scrip
“
Oh,
husband
!
you
make me tremble," saii:
every department of human learning has contrib ture records.
The following extract illustrates the trutli of wife of the Rev. Mr.------ , “you preach so clouuted its volumes of proof that it is the friend of
these remarks, and shows'in a happy manner, that ly on the subject of Christian conversation."
Christianity.
is my duty, my dear Eliza ; the Bible is so clou „
The whole circle, of the sciences has been trav if all things else should be dumb, God can make that subject: ‘What manner of persons ought ?
elled through by the infidels, and each in its turn even the stones cry out and praise Him.
“Geology is a favorite study in the present day, to be in all holy conversation and godlinessLt
has been put to the rack to extort from it some
ye holy in ail manner of conversation. Let Vour
disclosure against revelation—the result has been, and few persons of any education are now unac
speecli be always with grace seasoned with salt;’
that Christians have felt the necessity of keeping quainted with the classification in question. We thus saith the holy Apostles. And our Divine 1U.
have
the
primitive
rocks:
the
transition,
the
se

even pace with the progress of science, and thus
deemer himself warns us. ‘That every idle word
be enabled to advise the world of the truth, as of condary, the tertiary,- and the alluvial; each
that men shall speak, they shall give account there
ten as a pretended philosopher announces that bearing'the marks of a watery formation, and each
of in the day of judgment. For by thy words thr
some new branch of philosophy has been made to maintaining its own order in the series, notwith
shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shakkt
standing
the
frequent
interruption
from
below,
of
give testimony against religion.
condemned;’ a steward must he faithful in all, k
Superstition may sometimes shrink back from vast protruding masses supposed to be of fiery
my dear Eliza, I have only done my duty.” M
the sight with alarm lest its lurking-places should origin. The secondary rocks in particular, com
------ trembled at the idea that /ier conversation «
be exposed ; as it did when Galiles announced the posed of alternate layers of sandstone and lime not as bfecame a Christian, and yet she was one;
true theory of the solar system, but Christianity stone, are replete with fossil remains of plants and the most guileless, pure, unoffending and meii
animals—the intelligible remnants of a once abund
loves to walk in the clear sunshine of truth.
tempered of women. And so charitable in thought
There is one fact in relation to this subject, ant, but now obsolete life.
that the law of kindness was forever on her tongue
which is remarkable, and deserves to be noticed.
Now, among all these remains, not a trace is to which dropped, as the honey-comb, its sweetness
There has never appeared (I believe) a writer be found of man. Man, therefore, beyond all rea upon the bitter speechesot the uncharitable; nndher
against revelation, who has not found, at least, one sonable question, is comparatively a modern crea- lips were the lips of truth. O, how much more
to answer him—and there has not been (I believe) ture. And not only is this true of the human race, cause for trembling have they with unbridled and
ene candid writer on the evidences of Christianity , but of the other species of animals and plants acrimonious tongues, or with tongues that whisper
! which now enliven and adorn the world. If lam slander, though they may never forge it.
whom an infidel has attempted to confute.
After ages of conflict, when it seemed that eve correct in my apprehension of the subject, they
Several ladies and gentlemen met in a morniD’
ry inch of ground hud been repeatedly contested are all, or nearly all, new; belonging to an order visit at the house of Mr. Canning, and among)
and as repeatedly won, suddenly arose a new sci of nature distinctly different from that which these them two or three of both sexes, who were, webe
ence, which was hailed by all the friends of un ancient rocks display. For ever, therefore, must lieve, sincere Christians. They all conversed to
belief as the final overthrow of the Christian reli we lay aside the idle notion of an infinite series of gether with great hilarity and good-temper. Af
gion.—God would be compelled to relinquish his Ifinite creatures, producing their own likeness. ter they departed, Mr. C. observed to his wife,
authorship to that revelation which, for many cen Geology affords a palpable evidence that the pre “ Although not a professor of religion myself, 1
turies, He had successfully proved to be His own. sent order of animal and vegetable life had a com was grieved to hear those gentlemen and ladies
Hitherto nature had been urged in vain to prove mencement within some period of moderate limits. who are, join with so much avidity in talking about
traitor to its God, “ the heavens would declare His
But w6 have not yet stated our whole case. balls and the theatre; it savors too much of a long
glory, and the firmament would show his handy While the secondary rocks display to the geolo ing for the flesh pots of Egypt. When people de
work; the sea was acknowledged to be His, and gist an order of created beings prior to the pre light in speaking of forbidden things, I think the
that hemadeit; and that His hand prepared the dry sent, the primitive rocks—those vast masses of love of them is still in the heart. Not one word
land.' Driven from che upper world, Geology was granite and gneis which form the lowest, and old of profit was spoken—how was Miss----- -dressed,
invoked by the vanquished sceptics to lead them est tier of tlie crust of the earth, are wholly desti how did Mr.----- - dance, &c. were the question
into regions unknown to their Creator—to open tute of these curious remains of animal and veget asked by the non-conformists to wordly pleasures
its ancient, long-buried records and show the God able life. From this fact we may fairly infer, that and then they eagerly listened to a description t
of nature to be false.
time was, and at no immeasurable distance, when Mr. B.’s grand ball, and of Miss Keble's aciij
1
“They-dig and bore the solid earth, from thence
there existed on the surface of our globe no plants —these things, I think, ought not so to be. A>
T’extract a register, to prove that He,
or animals svhatsocver. Not only, therefore, is man M iss Marlow lias too much levity of manner;.Who made the world and then revealed its date
comparatively modern; not only may all the dif one who ought to live a sober life.”
To Moses, was mistaken in its age.”
ferent species with which we are now acquainted,
“ Why, my dear,” said his wife, “ there was (M*
The triumphant shout of victory was never rung be traced to a first origin, but all preceding orders hesitation between the Bishop and the pastoral
with so loud a tone, as when the first lessons in of living and growing creatures must have had J confirming Miss Marlow. The Bishop observe;
Geology were declared to demonstrate conclu their commencement also, within the limits of time. j ‘ That young lady is very volatile! now if thi
sively the creed of infidelity. Before even the Undoubtedly, therefore, the existence of the hu ' buoyancy of spirit proceeds from an inconsidenft
alphabet of this interesting science was well un man race, together with the present and past sys j mind that does not make a preparation foretenderstood, conclusions were drawn—theories form tem of animal and vegetable life, is an effect which i ty the first business of life, I cannot yet reeei*
ed, before which every thing had to yield. Each nature and philosophy compel us to ascribe to j her. But if she is one who reflects seriously <
young geologist, who read the works of his pre some adequate cause. Every one knows that tin's ! these things, and knows what she is about in mddecessor, or explored a new cavern, or climbed a adequate cause can be only one—the fiat of ing this profession of religion, and is merely of1
mountain, must publish his new system of cos OMNIPOTENT WISDOM.
very blithe temperament, bid her come! nos#1
mogony—to make those systems rational, it wa,
From these remarks you will easily perceive on earth dare prevent her. But caution her to
necessary to conjecture tint some of the rocks how false is the notion entertained by some per restrain her animal spirits, and be cheerful withoJ
composing the earth must he a few thousand years sons, that geology is fraught with a sting against levity: happy and giad as the little birds of spnvf
elder than the creation !
religion. So far from it, this delightful science without boistrous mirth ; and rejoicing in the Lo's
Christians were called to investigate the new has done much to confirm the Scripture record, alway; that she may not bring a reproach up’
science, to see if the boast of tile infidel was true, and to complete that natural proof of a Supreme the holy cause, but may be a bright light in j*14
that this world was only made up of the disjointe I intelligent Being on winch all religion hinges. dark world. And let her conversation be as a*'
fragments of some former universe, which Ind Let it ever be remembered, that of all persons in cometh the Gospel of Christ.’”
been dismembered and remodelled and then palm the world, the Christian has the least reason to
Christians should be very particular in bridimg
ed off upon man by its Maker as original; for he fear the inflaence of truth. Truth is the very ele their tongues. Set a watch, O Lord! before™’
has assured us by his apostle that “the things ment which he breathes. It is his hope, his lips, and keep the door of my mouth; and hr;#-'
For the Gambier Observer.
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my tongue with a strong rein of grace, that I offend judgment, for the mouth of the Lord hath spok of my family, and the instrument of ruin to my
not against piety or charity, should be our frequent en it—tell them to let the law of kindness be al own soul. —Methodist ^la^ozine.
o
prayer, for the tongue is an unruly evil, full of ways on their tongues: never to speak an untruth
deadly poison; and to indulge in vain and idle con or to prevaricate: never to repeat reports to the
UNESTABLISHED EPISCOPACY,
versation is one of the sinful desires of the flesh, injury of others: never to utter a word in agree
The following deliberately formed and expressed opinion of
which, in the baptismal covenant, we vowed to re ment with, or encouragement of, the scoffer and a distinguished English Congregational minister eoncerninr
the
effects of a Sece&sion of Episcopal clergy from the Church
nounce.
the scornful. But always to speak decidedly in
England as an established Church, is worthy of regard.__
“Mrs. V------ wounds mesorely wenever she vis favor of our blessed religion, and in reverence of
Churchman.
its me,” said Miss G------ ; “she will talk of no and love of its Divine Founder. Above all, set
The Evangelical Clergy are now a considerable
thing but the sinful customs of our worldly acquain them the example yourselves; for the light of pre
tance. And I fear she did not like what I said cept, compared vvith that of daily example, is as body; they include in their number some connect
to her this morning, but I really thought it my the flickering spark of the fire-fly to the steady ed with the higher classes: several of them are
distinguished by superior talents; and all have en
duty: however, I tried to doit politely. I told light of the full-orbed moon.
joyed,
and many have improved, the immense ad
her: Mrs. V------ , I think as you do, that they are
vantages of thorough education. As a body, what
in error. But our duty is to pray for them: and
FAMILY PRAYER.
ever may be thought of their theological attain
to sit in judgment on ourselves. Not to ‘deal
A pious tradesman conversing with a minister on family ments, systematically considered, they are unques
damoation round the land, on each I judge God’s worship,.related the following highly instructive circumstances
tionably distinguished, in general, by fervent and
/oe,’ but to hope they will come to the truth, and respecting himself.
unaffected piety, great simplicity of motive, and
to take heed lest I fall myself.” There is Mr.
“When I first began business for myself, I was
Tripp who is for ever pecking at Christians, telling determined through grace, to be particularly con eminent purity of life. Erorn their situation, as
you what they used to be, and “fearing they are scientious with respect to family prayer. Accord connected with the Establishment, they possess a
not much better now, for the cloven-foot occasion ingly, I persevered for many years in the delightful sort of accidental superiority over the ministers of
ally shows itself;” instead of casting the veil of practice of domestic worship. Morning and even other sects ; their movements would therefore be
charity over what they were before conversion; ing every indivdual of my family was ordered to be more observed, whether intrinsically more deserv
ing of observation or not. They might produce,
and remembering that as a brother disciple of the present; nor would I aliow my apprentices to be
from this circumstance, an effect upon the nation,
game Master, he should be jealous over their fame, absent on my account. In a few years the ad
aiul especially upon the higher classes, which the
and screen their infirmities. And there is Mrs. vantages of these engagements appeared manifest
movements of the ministers of no other denomi
Blake, whose tongue is so defiled with base reports, ly conspicuous; the blessings of the upper and
nation could produce. Suppose, then, that these
which before ladies and gentlemen she unblushing- the nether springs followed me, health and happi
men in a body, or in very large numbers, should
ly relates, that my heart weeps for her, and I grieve ness attended rny family, and prosperity my busi  give a practical proof of their devotion to God by
to think she names the name of the pure and holy ness. At length, such was my rapid increase in separating from the Establishment—condemning
Jeius. O! ye who sit at the table of the immacu trade, and the necessity of devoting every possi the evils by which their Church is at present defil
late Redeemer, you betray Him if you keep a ble moment to my customers, that I began to think ed and lifting up their voice against the “alliance”
polluted tongue in your mouths: acknowledge whether family prayer did not occupy too much that occasions then ;—supposing them to keep to
your depravity, and pray for a clean heart and a time in the morning. Pious scruples arose respect
gether, still in love with some of their institutions,
clean tongue, without which you are not fit to ing my intention of relinquishing this part of my du and to present a picture of Episcopacy without its
kneel with the purified Magdalene, or to kiss the ty: but at length worldly interest prevailed so as pomp, and of their Church without its corruptions ;
Saviour’s hallowed feet.
to induce me to excuse the attendance of my ap 1 cannot but consider that the attention of thou
Let your conversation be as becometh the Gos prentices, and not long after, it was deemed ad sands would be drawn to the subject of religion,
pel of Christ. If you do not, worldlings, who are visable for the more eager prosecution of our bu who are now invulnerable to every attack; ’who
ever cryingout, “I love to see consistent Chris siness, to make prayer with my wife, when we arose are shielded by the panoply of their rank, their ed
tians," will point the finger of scorn at you a false in the morning, suilice for the day.
ucation and their habits; their Pharisaical pride, or
professor: you will be a stumbling-block toothers:
their infidel indifference. The novelty of the spec
Notwithstanding
the
repeated
checks
of
con

and at the last great day your words will condemn
tacle would excite attention; attention would lead
you. Do you say what are wo to talk about ? We science that followed this base omission, the calls to inquiry; and inquiry would terminate in attach
shall be dull and disagreeable companions if our of a flourishing concern, and the prospects of an ment. Many who are now the persecutors of the
tongues are to be bridled, and our conversation increasing family, appeared so imperious and com “ evangelicals,” would be roused by the supposed
manding, that I found an easy excuse for this fatal
only on serious topics?
movement to examine that which they condemn
I reply, go to Mrs. Carter, or some one like her, evil, especially as I did not omit prayer altogether. without understanding; and contempt and ridicule
and take a lesson. Learn how to be always agreea My conscience was now almost seared with a hot would give place to feelings and sentiments of an
ble, and always of graceful speech. No one ever iron;—when it pleased the Lord to awaken me opposite description. The nation at large would
visits her without coming away perfectly satisfied by a singular providence.
One day I received a letter from a young man be led to the religious aspect of the question at
that their conversation has been becoming intel
connected with the Establishment rather than the
lectual and immortal beings. There is no flag who had formerly been my apprentice, previous pecuniary, whicn at present is far too exclusively
ging of the conversation in her drawing-room, and to my omitting family prayer. Not doubting entertained. The men themselves would be car
wearied restlessness; neither is there any forced but I continued domestic worship, his letter was ried farther than they might at first contemplate,
exertion to find some subject to talk about, nor chiefly on that subject: it was couched in the most and others would be excited by their example both
vociferous mirth. But it flows smoothly and plea affectionate and respectful terms; but judge my to reformation and to zeal. They would produce
santly on, as a clear stream through a beautiful surprise and confusion, when I read these words— art effect, I think, on the Government and on the
landscape, diversified with hill and dale, with rocks “ O, my dear master, never, never, shall I be able country which would incalculably accellefate the
and pebbles, with trees and shrubs and flowers, sufficiently to thank you for the precious privileges coining of those religious reforms, in the Estab
and with the birds of the air, and the beasts of the with which you have indulged me in your family lishment and out of it, which must co ne before
field. Her speech is with grace, seasoned with devotions. Oil, Sir, eternity will be too short to any propsect can be entertained of the speedy
salt; and she draws others out by her happy ex praise God for what I learned there. It was here subjugation of the world, or the permanent tri
ample into the same erudite, edifying and pleasing that I first beheld my lost and wretched state as a umph and purity of the Church.—2 wo Letters by
conversation until those who never appeared to ad sinner; it was here that I first knew the way of' sal Fiat Justiiia, p. 56—58.
vantage in this way before, discover a colloquial vation; and here that 1 first experienced the pre
talent, that, like the rich veins of the pebble had ciousness of ‘ Christ in me the hope of glory.’ Oh,
PHILANTHROPISTS.
Public speakers and writers, too often throw out
been lost, till the hand of the lapidary brought Sir, permit me to say, never, never, neglect the
them forth. What does she talk about? Mrs. precious engagement—you have yet a family and the phrases “misguided philanthropists,” “humane
Carter is a lady of highly cultivated and truly re more apprentices: may your house be the birth zeamts.” If those who venture upon sarcasm*
or loose accusations, should be asked to designate
fined mind, and can converse on almost any scien place of their souls.”
I could read no further; every line flashed con the evils which the order of philanthropists have
tific subject herself; and takes every opportunity
of seasoning her beautiful discourse with the pu viction in my face—I trembled—I shuddered—I at any time done, they would we believe, be much
rifying salt of religion. But she leads gently from was alarmed at the blood of my children and ap at a loss for facts.
But the good which that order actually achiev
one subject to another, until she strikes on that prentices, that I apprehended were soon demand
on which her visitors can speak most fluently, and ed at my soul-murdering hands! Filled with con ed, and the additional benefit they might have com
then very courteously becomes the listener. I fusion and bathed in tears, I fled for refuge in se passed for mankind, had they not been blindly or
have seen from twelve to fifteen persons frequent cret—I spread the letter before God. I agonized, foolishly opposed, could be easily shown, though
ly collected of an evening in her “snug little par and—but you can better conceive than I can de not in all the va.iety and extent. The ameliora
lour"_ and she has so skilfully directed the con scribe my feelings, suffice it to say, that light broke tion of thegeiur.il fate, and treatment of the In
versation, that each one had his due share: all felt in upon my disconsolate soul; a sense of blood- dians and suves, in botli Americas, the abolition
at perfect ease; and every one went home delight bought pardon was obtained, &c. I immediately of the slave trade, the suppression of bondage in
ed with Mrs. Carter, and in good humor with him flew to rny family, presented them before the Lord, Our free states, the propagation of Christianity
self; and with an agreeable conviction that they and from’that day to the present I have been, and among the heathen, ino,t of the foundations of
were made wiser and better for this rational, so am determined through grace, that whenever bu charity and schemes for the rectification of social
cial intercourse. Christians, let your conversation siness becomes too large to permit family prayer, 1 disorders, are their work.
No great public convulsion, no real misfortun*
be as becometh the Gospel of Christ, and, teach will give up the superfluous part of my business,
your beloved children “that by their words they and retain my devotion. Better to loose a tew to any clas’s of men, no retrogradation of the hu
must be justified or condemned” in the day ofi shilliugs than to become the deliberate murderer man uisnd or human happiness, can be fairly as-
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Key and Biddle will publish the London Ci^,"
We are in earnest in commending this publication, and sin
cribctl or traced to their impulse or instrumentali
cerely hope that among all Christian people, it will utterly server, as an Appendix to the Christian Library, inii? *
ty.— Walsh's National Gazette.
form, for One Dollar and twenty-five cents a year, sZaJ*

supplant the whole tribe of periodical novels, romances and
like.
GAMBIER OBSERVER._____ theBelow
we publish the Editors’ prospectus, and a selection
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1833.
; from the recommendations which accompany it.
Among
Episcopal Education Society.— i'lie sixth annual report them the Episcopalians of Ohio will notice that of our Dioof this Society gives a very encouraging account of its labors ■ cesan, expressed in no measured terms. We would suggest to
and prospects. A new and better spirit on the important sub the publishers the propriety of stitching so valuable a work in
! such a manner as to secure it from injury in the perusal, and
ject of ministerial education seems fast pervading the whole
Church. This is especially evident by the recent achieve- | for distant subscribers especially to mail it in strong envelopes.

advance, or One Dollar and fifty cents at the clujjt
year. The present cost of this work is Six dollars peraaJ?
Those who subscribe for it in connexion with the CV '
Library, will receive it stitched in the same covers w.'v^
work.
[The postage on each number of the Christian Librarri.
any distance under 100 miles will be 1| cents per sheet'
any distance over 100 miles 2J cents. To subscribers i’a '
our principal cities, the numbers will be delivered by aiy
without expense of postage.]
Orders with a remittance of Five Dollars, postage:
The Christian Library.—Key and Riddle, No. 23, Minor will meet with prompt attention.
lUcnts of this Society. A valuable situation for a preparatory
school on that least objectionable plan of manual labor, has street, Philadelphia,—Will publish a Semi-Monthly Periodical
under the above title. The First Number will appear on the
For the Gambier Observer
been procured in the vicinity of Philadelphia- The talents first day of May next.
Mr. Editor,—Since the ‘Catholic Controversy’ couna,
and experience of the Rev. Mr. Colton have been secured in
The design of the work is to publish,
• 1. The most valuable Religious and Literary works which ed with so much sprit in this country, the question ha ofa
the Presidency of the Institution; and about fifty scholar
ships on the plan of Dr. Bedell have been subscribed, and appear from the English press. In selecting from the former occurred to me, What good is to come of it? Do not be ahrs.
class, sectarianism will be studiously avoided; from the latter,
must furnish to the Society a very cheering assurance that such only will be chosen as Christians may with propriety cir ed, sir, I am no Papist; but still the question has frwp-j,
presented itself to my mind— What good is to come y •
their efforts will be fully seconded by the Christian commu culate.
2. Translations of valuable works from the Continental controversy? I believe, however, that its tendency »ii’ ,
nity.
We have called the attention of our readers to the subject press; and occasionally original productions of American good as far as it goes—Perhaps nothing would do Ixoe,
writers.
But it appears to me that Protestants and Catholics r«
for the purpose of making a few extracts from the report in
3. Standard works which may he out of print; selections very unequal ground, except indeed, that truth is on (be Ur
relation to auxiliary associations, and the catholic spirit by from such as are accessible to but few.
4. Brief reviews of such books as do not fall within the plan of the former. The advantage to Roman Catholics ronw.
which the society is actuated.
j of this work; so that the reader may be enabled to become ■n this, that their system is such—their laws such—their pre
You will perceive that the new code which we present, • speedily acquainted with most of the publications of the day,
judices such—that they will readonly that portion of the n«.
makes provision for the formation of Auxiliaries. We have and to form, in some measure, an estimate of their value.
troversy which is written by their own defenders. I do ms
been for some time convinced that a General Society for the
The Editors are pledged to favor no religious, much less
promotion of this cause, is a desideratum in the Episcopal any political party; hut to acton those great principles in believe that the Protestant side of the present controversies a
community. Concentrated feeling is usually intense; com which all Evangelical Christians agree. The degree of con generally read by honest Catholics. And why ? Bemst. U.tit
bined exertion is likely to be strong. It is union that gives fidence which may be reposed in their faithfulness and ability
power to social effort. A General Society, surrounded by as will be learned from the attestations of the distinguished in laws forbid it. The following is one of the Rules of the‘Index of Pius iv. 1564.’
sociate institutions, cannot fail to produce ultimately a connex dividuals given below.
ion amongst them all, by which they will be strongly united
“ Books of controversy betwixt the Catholics and btretia
The publishers have made arrangements to receive from Eu
to each other. In this way, the richer portions of the Church rope copies of all popular works suitable for this publication, of the present time, written in the vulgar tongue, arc not !
will have their surplus funds transmitted to those that are as soon as they are issued from the press, and will be enabled be indiscriminately allowed, but are to be subject to the tan
more destitute; the East, where they have more money than on the above plan, to furnish, by course of mail, the most dis regulations as Bibles in the vulgar tongue. As to those wort,
men, will become the benefactress of the West, where they tant subscribers with their copies before the same book could in the vulgar tongue which treat of morality, contemplate
have more men than money.
be procured even in our cities, through the usual method of confession, and similar subjects, and which contain nothin?
There is a spirit unhappily abroad amongst us, whose ten publication.
contrary to sound doctrine, there is no reason why they shot
dency is to dissociate two things which should always be uni
The Christian Library will be published semi-monthly, be prohibited: the same may be said also of sermons in ti
ted, viz. local and general operations of benevolence, or dio on fine paper, with a fair type, tor Five Dollars a year. Each vulgar tongue, designed for the people. And if, in any kin,
cesan, and what, in the absence of a better term, may be ap number will contain forty-eight extra imperial or double me dotn or province, any books have been hitherto prohibited.i
propriately called extra-diocesan enterprises. Our discussions dium octavo pages, in double column. I'lie work will thus containing things not proper to be read, without selection, h
about foreign and domestic missions exemplify this thought. form two volumes of 576 pages each; an amount of matter all sorts of persons, they may he allowed by the bishop ind
Now it is a truth which most reflecting observers will be able equal to thirty volumes 12mo, of 264 pages each. The usual inquisitor, alter having corrected them, if written br Cithoto appreciate, that upon the wise adjustment of these two price of such volumes is from 50 to 75 cents; on the plan of lie authors."
nodes of social action, the welfare, if not existence of each this publication, subscribers will receive them at 16| ceqts
This was long ago to bo sure, but if the Roman Chute., i»
ecclesiastical community must be Suspended, during the com each,
infallible it is all as right now as then. Hctc the prvttti
ing age of exertion and enlargement.
An opportunity is thus offered those who may desire it, of
Your managers have not deemed it judicious to confine their acquiring a well selected library, at the cheapest possible rate. controversy is put upon the same ground as Bibles in the Eng
Beneficiaries to the literary institution, which they shall have The following will show in what estimation the enterprise is lish language. On what ground then are these put? I ■
under their own immediate control. This would be to aban held by those whose competency to judge, will not he ques following is the fourth Rule of the same Index, and will perdon the attitude which they have assumed of a general socie tioned.
fectly answer the question:
ty, whose operations will know no limits but the land in which
I have examined the plan of the above named work, and
we live, and which fosters no designs to build up one section consider it as one of the noblest designs for the dissemination
“Inasmuch as it is manifest from experience, tint ift
of the Church in preference to another. It would be hardly of religious truth which characterizes the present age. I am Holy Bible, translated into the vulgar tongue, be indiscrimpracticable, if it were desirable, that our beneficiaries in Ohio well acquainted with the Editors, and have perfect confidence nately allowed to every one, the temerity of men will oar
or Kentucky, should be transferred to this vicinity. Wo there in the faithful performance of the promises held out in the more evil than good to arise from it, it is, on tb>3 point, rtfsfore propose that wherever an auxiliary exists, the wishes of prospectus. The whole plan must commend itself to every ed to the judgment of the bishops or inquisitors, who mat, <
its board shall be consulted as to the institution at which young Christian, as by it, persons in the remotest section of our coun the advice of the priest or confessor, permit the reading oft,:
men coming forward within its bounds, will receive their edu try can, by regular course of mail, receive works from which Bible translated into the vulgar tongue by Catholic authors
cation. At the same time, we confidently expect that the ad they are now for the most part shut out, and at a price exceed- to those persons whose faith and piety, they apprehend,».
vantages of our establishment will be such, that all who arc ingly low. By this means, for $5 per nnnum, any one can be augmented, and not injured by it; and this permission tivt
not too remote will desire to pursue their preparatory studies
possess himself of a Library amounting in matter to at least must have in writing. But if any one shall have the pit
there. We are not aware that there is any other extensive thirty volumes annually.
sumption to read or possess it without such written pertnisw
manual-labor school supported by our denomination. We
he shall not receive absolution until be have first delivered J
G, T. BE DELI,, D. D.
therefore offer its benefits alike to all, and in so doing disclaim
such Bible to the ordinary. Booksellers, however, who ski
Rector of St. Andrew’s Church, Philadelphia.
either sectional or party feeling.
sell, or otherwise dispose of Bibles in the vulgar tongue. S
The above plan of a Religious Library was presented to me any person not having such permission, shall forfeit the vita
In surrendering their delegated authority, and returning as
private members to the bosom of the Society, your Managers for consideration, before it was put into the bands of the Pub of the books, to be applied by the bishop to some pious w
would commend the cause that they love, and for which they lishers. I have never met with an undertaking in the shape and be subjected to such other penalties as the bishop sb
have cheerfully labored, to the prayers and increasing liberali of religious instruction which seemed to me to promise more judge proper, according to the quality of the offence. B
ty of all who prize the Gospel; but especially would they extensive good, both from the cheapness and the Variety of the regulars shall neither read nor purchase such Bibles withr i
commend it to the protection of Him, without whom “noth publication; or in regard to which I felt more confidence that special licence from their superiors.”
ing is holy, and nothing strong,” who holds in his hands the it ought to be encouraged by the Christian community, I am
In Order that the subject may be fairly seen, I insert ta
hearts of all man; who has said, “the silver and the gold are satisfied that the patronage which is extended to it, will meet
concluding remarks of the * Rules.’
mine;” whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and whose with a full return of benefit to all subscribers.
STEPHEN H. TYNG, I). D.
“ Finally, it is enjoined on all the faithful, that no onepredominion shall endure for ever.
Rector of St. Paul’s Church, Philadelphia.
sume to keep or read any books contrary to these rules, or p»
G. T. BEDELL, President.
G. W. Ridoily,
Among the many schemes for family libraries, I know of hibited by this Index. But if any one read or keep anyb**1
none which promises to furnish so much, and such select mat composed by heretics, or the writings of any author suspec*
Cor. Sec. and Gen. Agent.
ter for family improvement, on the most economical terms, as of heresy, or false doctrine, he shall instantly incur the tfThe Christian Library—We have just received the first that, of the “Christian Library.” The plan is adapted for tence of excommunication; and those who read, or keep
interdicted on another account, besides the mortal sin corasnumber of this truly valuable publication. From the pros wide circulation and great variety; and, under the control of ted, shall be severely punished at the will of the bishops.
intelligent and judicious piety, would be productive of im
pectus, and recommendations which we had seen, we were pre mense benefit to the community. Knowing those who are
From the foregoing rules I think it is manifest that no Wpared to think highly of the work, but the appearance of the expected to direct its execution, I earnestly hope it will be ex nest, sober-minded Catholic, fully settled in his faith,
tensively
patronized.
first number far exceeds our expectations. It contains the
ever presume to read that part of the present contro’f-1'
CHAS. P. M’lLVAINE, D. D.
Memoir of Rev. Robert Hall by Dr. Gregory, and commences
written by ‘Heretics,' without previously asking thepermis*'5
Bishop of the Prot. Episcopal Church in the state of Ohio.
a valuable work on the “ Reformation in France,” by the Rev.
of some one of his superiors, and this permission that super ''
C
ontents.—The Christian Library will be published
Edward Smedley of Cambridge, England. The editor pro
semi-monthly, each number to contain forty-eight pages, extra is forbidden to give except in certain cases, and then it rposes to republish in the Christian Library the forthcoming imperial or double medium octavo, in double column, on a
lie given in writing,
English work, “ The Theology of Natural History,” a series fine paper and good legible type. It will be folded and stitch
Now suppose that some honest Catholic should ask of
of treatises illustrative of the power, wisdom and goodness of ed with a neat cover on each number; securely mailed, so as Rev. John Hughes permission, (supposing him aSt tograrto
go
safely
to
the
most
remote
post
office.
the Deity. In the cheapness, and solid value of its materials,
The work will form two volumes yearly, of 576 pages each, it) to read both sides of his controversy, what, in accord*-'^
this work promises to surpass every thing of the kind hitherto and can be bound to match the late editions of Scott’s and
with the spirit of the foregoing Rules, must be his rep'
published. It is truly gratifying to see the periodical Press so Henry’s Commentaries.Manifestly—“ You may read as much as you please of <&•I he price will be Five Dollars per annum, payable in adefficiently employed in disseminating substantial religious
write, but don’t touch the poison of heresy.” I do not a’
advance;
Six
Dollars
if
paid
at
the
end
of
the
year.
Any
in

knowledge, instead of the light trash and worse than useless
dividual procuring five subscribers and forwarding the money ! that, in this case, this gentleman would thus reply, but I
fictions with which it has been hitherto burdened.
that it would be in accordance with the spirit of bit Chu^"
‘ will be entitled to a sixth copy gratis.
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in accordance, too, with the whole system of education in this occasion peculiarly impressive: and the sermon was in
\\ e are told that a fatal accident occurred on Saturday, on
which the younger members of that Church are instructed— keeping with the services. It was an able and apostolic dis the Germantown Rail Road, about a half mile from Greea
course, not soon to be forgotten, from these words: “ And street. Mr. Servern, a victualler, was riding near the tracks,
and in perfect harmony with the prejudices of the main body
daily in the Temple, and in every house, they ceased not to when his horse became suddenly alarmed by the approach of
of her people.
teach and preach Jesus Christ.”—Acts v. 49.
the locomotive engine, and sprung suddenly on to the path of
The charge of the Bishop to his successor to the Rectorship the rail road. The car knocked down the horse, and passed
Now what is the use of fighting with a Catholic under such
ciicumstances? You cannot hit him, shoot ever so true. He was brief, but comprehensive and most touching. “ Feed my directly over him. Both Mr. Servern and the horse were
sheep,”—“ Feed my Lambs."
killed.
stands entrenched in walls with only a sufficient opening from
The congregation appeared deeply aflected, and we trust
The Schooner General Warren, Jackson, of New York
which to shoot, and you stand in an open field—I see no that not only tears were shed, but many sincere prayers were
suiled from St. Croix Basin on the 20th of March, and has
other way but to starve him out. Towards this object the con offered up for the present as well as for the late Rector.
not
since been heard of. Great fears arc entertained as to the
The charge of such a parish is great for any man. We
troversies tend. Protestants will read both sides of the ques
safety of the vessel and crew.
hope Mr. C. will have the prayers and encouragement of all
tion, and thus will become acquainted with the whole ‘mystery who wish well to the Church in his labors to promote the spi
Philadelphia, April 27.—Britain Cooper, Esq. the Treasurer
of the Girard Trust, in a letter addressed on Thursday eve
of iniquity,’ which will in a great measure cut off the hope of ritual good of his new flock__ Episcopal Recorder.
ning
to the City Council, acknowledges the receipt of two
proselytes. The light will spread by degrees. The path of
The Rev. Dr. Abercrombie has resigned his appointment as millions of dollars from the Trustees of the Girard Bank,
truth will he as the shining light which shineth brighter assistant minister of Christ Church and St. Peter’s, Philadel to he appropriated to the erection of the New Girard College.
and brighter unto the perfect day. Every thing which tends phia—Ib.
The Rev. Richard Bibb, of Kentucky, has liberated thirtyo knowledge will help it on. Sunday Schools are doing
two of his slaves—furnished them with clothing, besides 444
Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society__ The annu dollars in money, and sent them to Liberia.
much—Bible Societies are doing much. Let the Bible and al meeting of the Board of Directors, will be held at the So
ciety’s room, (No. 15, South seventh street,) on Tuesday, the
its truths be spread, and we have nothing to fear.
G.
FOREIGN.
14th of May next, at 10 o’clock, A. M. On the evening of
that day a discourse will be delivered before the Board in one
By the Packet ship Charles Carroll, Capt-. Lee, arrived at
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
of the Churches.
New York, Paris papers have been received to tho evening of
The Right Rev. Bishop Hopkins of Vermont, has been March 22d, and Havre to the evening of the 23d. It is re
acknowledgments.
I appointed to preach the sermon, and the Rev. Dr. Wyatt, of ported on the authority of a letter from Smyrna, that Ibrahim
The Treasurer of the Domestic and Foreign Missionary So I Baltimore, Md. his substitute.
Pacha, with 20,000 men, took possession of the city on the
ciety of the Protestant Episcopal Church, acknowledges the
f Proceedings of the Executive Committee---- On the 25th ult., 28th of February. Accounts from Constantinople to Feb
receipt of the following sums: —
I the Rev. Amos Cleaver was appointed a missionary of the So ruary 27th, make no mention of such an event.
From Mr. Edward C. Marshall, $10; Mrs. R. C.
ciety. to labor at Paris, Kentucky.
Marshall, $10; Fauquier, Va., per Rev. George
Jamaica.—A correspondent of the Journal of Commerce,
At the same time the Committee made an appropriation of under date of February 11, speaks in the gloomiest terms of
Lemmon,
.
.
$20 00
Rev. Alva Guion, Piqua, Ohio, for Mis. Record,
1 00 $200 for one year, to aid in the support of a clergyman at In the condition of the Island of Jamaica. “The splendid es
Rev. James P. Clarke, Goshen, N. Y., for do.
1 00 dianapolis, Indiana.—Missionary Record.
tates of the planters are a burthen, and even their lives arc
The Ladies’ Sewing Society of St. Michael’s Church,
held by a slender tenure. They know not but their food,
The Young Christian, by Jacob Abbott, Principal of the served liy a numerous rctintie, contains the deadly poison.__
Bristol, R. I., to constitute Benjamin Hall, Esq.,
Mount Vernon Schoo), Massachusetts, has been republished How horrible to fear the assassin and the incendiary in the
a Life Member, for Gk. Mis., per Miss Lydia S.
French, Sec. and Treasurer,
30 00 in England, in rival editions; one by the (Paternoster-row) most familiar faces.” “I give facts. Under existing circum
Religious Tract Society: the other with a preface and correc stances, I am well assured that the white inhabitants cannot
Rev. Henry J. Whitehouse, Rochester, N. Y., his
subscription on Mr. Greenleaf’s plan, 50 00 tions, by the Rev. J. W. Cunningham, of Harrow. — Church remain. Their costly sugar estates will not pay the expense
man.
St. Luke’s Congregation, Rochester, N. Y., their an
of management. Credit is entirely extinct. An estate of
two hundred negroes could not hypothecate the ensuing crop
nual pledge, per Rev. Henry J. Whitehouse,
250 00
A friend writes us from Burlington, Vt., that “ Bishop for .£200. In fact, merchants in England direct their factors
A former subscriber, Portland, Me., for Gk. Build.
10 00
Hopkins has in press in that town, a course of lectures on to give no credit bottomed on cane top. Mortgagees relin
A Lady of St. Martin’s parish, Hanover, Va., for
Gk. Build., per Rev. John Cook,
10 00 the external evidences of revealed religion, calculated for gene quish immense sums, rather than pay trifling annuities on es
ral
circulation.” A work.of this description, from the pen of tates. A hundred negroes were sold for $7,500.” “In con
Mrs. J. Carr, Burlington N. J., Mis. Record, 1 00
one of the fathers of our Church, which shall be of a size and sequence, many arc making remittances to our cities. Some
Mr. L. Ashhurst, annual subscription on Mr. Green
leaf a plan,
50 00 price to mee.t the wants, and be within the reach of all classes gentlemen of character and fortune huve already removed, and
of readers, will be of much service, and no doubt obtain an many are preparing to follow. Those gentlemen informed
Georgetown Missionary Association of Christ Church,
extensive circulation.—Episcopal Watch.
me that the emigration would be immediate and large. They
Georgetown, D. C., one half to be applied to Do
inquire with great earnestness respecting the agriculture of
mestic Missions, and the other half to Greek Mis
C
arlshuld
.
—
In
consequence
of
the
recent
conversions
to
the free States, as nothing would induce them to live again in
sion and Greek Buildings, per J. J. Stull, Esq.,
Protestantism
at
Carlshuld
and
Danube-Moss,
a
printed
letter
a slave country.—Bost. Rec.
Treasurer,
-----133 00
has been addressed, by the Roman Catholic authorities at
Miss Holtzbecker, Newark, Del., annual subscription,
Cuba.— Cholera at Havana and Matanzas.—Accounts from
for Miss. Record,
3 00 Augsburg, to the clergy of the Diocese. It concludes with Havana, to the 5th ilist. state that the deaths from the Chole
five prescriptions, of which the third aiid fourth are as fol
SU Paul’s Church, Bloomsburg, Pa., 50 cents for Ge
ra had much diminished, but were still supposed to be about
neral, and 50 cents Domestic Missions,
1 00 lows:—
3. “Io watch that the writings of the New Testament be 150 a day. The whole number is stated in official reports st
Mrs. Sarah Forbes, Falmouth, Virginia, for Greek
fourteen
thousand six hundred and sixty-four, in a population of
Buildings,
10 00 not indiscriminately distributed among the people; as expe about 180,000, or nearly one in twelve, a proportion greater
rience shows that many of the people, if left without direc
An unknown Friend, per Right Rev. Bishop White,
than that in New York and Paris, and not much varying from
for Domestic Missions,
20 00 tion, and without having them explained to them, misunder that of Montreal and Quebec. A letter, elated the 30ih ult.
stand them, and fall into errors; 4. To put into the hands of
The Missionary Association ot St. Ann’s Church,
the people good Catholic books for instruction, prayer, and de says: —
Lowell, Mass., per Rev. T. Edson, for General
“ The mortality was greater on the 10th than for several suc
Missions, ------20 00 votion, of which there is no deficiency; so that the tracts of ceeding days, hut it afterwards increased, and on the I8th the
Protestant Pietists, which generally are not favorable to the
A donation of a Lady of ditto, for Greek, per Rev.
number
of deaths was 000. On the 21st, 270 bodies were in
doctrines of the Catholic Clihrch, or prayers and other books
T. Edson,
................................................... 5 00
terred in the principal burying ground,—but the whole num
which only promote superstition, or undermine Christianity
A Friend in N. Y., by the Rev. Dr. Anthon, for
ber of deaths was not probably less than 400. The govern
Domestic Mis. -----50 00 and morality, may have no effect there.”—Boston Recorder.
ment has opened two Hospitals,—one for men in the Arsenal,
Jacob Shatzel, Esq., N. Y., being five shares of ten
and the other in a house of the Campo de Marte, for women.
dollars each, for relief of Mission Church at Pensa
GENERAL SUMMARY.
On the 19th the artillery of the forts was fired, by order of the
cola, per Rev. G. Boyd,
" . "
50 00
government, as a means of purifying the atmosphere. Many
Rev. Mr. Cutler, being amount collected at six suc
Nantucket.—The inhabitants of Nantucket, (soon after the of the physicians have fled or concealed themselves, and it is
cessive monthly meetings at the Mission Church,
late temperance meeting, at which above two hundred signed not strange therefore that those who remain arc unable to at
N. Y., per Rev. Mr. Boyd, 100 00 the pledge,) convened in an annual town meeting, and voted a tend upon all the sick,—so that many die without being visited
Children of Mission Infant School, N. Y., for Indian
request to the merchants to abandon the sale of ardent spirits, by them.”
Children at Green Bay, per Rev. G. Boyd, 1 53 which request has already been complied with, on the part of
Among the victims to the Cholera in Havana, are, the
John C. Lowlier, Esq., Philadelphia, for annual sub
the merchants, with few exceptions. Several merchants in Archbishop of St. Domingo, who died on the 19th, aged 74,
15 00 New York and Boston of whom the purchases had been made, and the American Consul, Win. Shaler, Esq. aged 55. Mr.
scription, *
do.
15 00 consented to receive the liquor back again, and some of them Shaler was formerly Consul at Algiers, and wrote an interest
do.
do.
Mrs. John Sergeant,
do.
6 00 are so strongly impressed with the propriety of the course ing volume on that country.
do.
Charles Wheeler, Esq., do.
do.
9 00 taken by the Nantucket merchants) that they intend soon to
do.
do.
Dr. J. K. Mitchell,
For four days previous to the 1st of April, the deaths by
do.
3 00 imitate their example and withdraw from the traffic. The cholera, in Matanzas, were about 20 a day.—N. Y. Obs.
do.
do.
C. N. Banker, Esq..
do*
3 00 Nantucket packet masters volunteered their services to trans
do«
do*
Rev. G. A. Smith,
The African Expedition---- The John Dougan, White, is ar
do.
3 00 port the poison off from the Island, freight free; some of them
do.
do.
Granville, Ohio, annual subMr. W. S. Rich)
declaring that they would not, at any price, convey any more rived from Africa, and brought letters from Mr. Richard
Lander, who reached Cape Coast Castle on the 7th of Octo
5 00 to the Island----Gen. of Tern.
script ion for Missionary Record, ber, in 72 days from Milford. The vessels had touched at
A friend at Pittsburgh, Pa., for Mrs. Hill’s School,
City Hotel Burnt.—A fire broke out in the New York City Islede Los, Sierra Leone, and other places for the purpose of
5 00
Greece, per. Mr. Win. Stavely, Hotel, at 10 o’clock, A. M. on Thursday, and was not arrest- procuring supplies of fuel for the two steamers. Several case*
Auxiliary Mis. Association of St. Peter’s Church,
\
ed
till it had destroyed the roof and the upper story. Dam- of fever had occurred, but no deaths in consequence had taken
Perth Amboy, N. J., for General, $9, and trom
a child, for Green Bay, $l,per. Rev. J. Chapman, 10 00 j age to the building not less than $20,000, besides ruin of place. At Cape Coast every attention had been shown by
Gov. Maclean and the several officers there. Mr. Lander
much property in the stories below.—N. Y. Evangelist.
has been so fortunate as to procure Pascoe and the other na
$891 28
More Rum!— The Burnt Ship.—The ship which was taken tives who accompanied him in his perilous undertaking to traee
JACOB LEX, Treasurer,
for the Hellespont proves to have been the Brittania, from the mysterious Niger to its termination, and these persons are
April 19.
No. 283, Market Street
England to Van Dieman’s Land, with emigrants. She took to proceed with him. He has also been able to engage two
fire while the mate was drawing liquor from a cask, and more individuals from the Eboe country, one of whom is a son of r.
ecclesiastical.
than 100 persons perished in the flames. About 70, inclu King in that district, and both of them not only speak, but
Institution.—On ^Sunday, the 21st April, the Rev. Benja ding the crew, escaped on rafts, and were taken up and carried
read English, and must therefore be of great utility. The
min C. Cutler was instituted Rector of St. Ann’s Church, to Rio.—ib.
iron steam-boat Alburka, is a most useful vessel, remarkably
Brooklyn, L. I. Morning prayer was read by the Rev. Dr.
We learn with regret, says the Springfield Gazette, that Dr. cool and dry, and sails exceedingly well. The expedition had
Turner, of the Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary, Humphrey, President of Amherst College, is obliged by ill
experienced bad weather, having been six weeks in the rainy
New-York. The new incumbent was instituted by the Rt.
health to leave his station for the present. He intends to go season, with severe lightning, which run down the sides of the
Rev. the Bishop of the Diocese, Benjamin T. Onderdonk,
to the southern States soon, and to reside there for a few Alburka into the water, the iron acting as a conductor thereto.
D. D. The sermon was preached by Dr. Mcllvaine, Bishop months to recover, if possible, his health. In the meantime,
«f Ohio, and late Rector of St. Ann’s Church. And the we understand Dr. Packard, of Shelburne, will officiate as The ships were to sail from Cape Coast about the middle of
October, and would not stop at any place; but proceed dircet
•amtnunion was administered by the new Rector, assisted by
President of the College.
up the Rio Nunez into the Niger. Mr. Lander was in ex
the Bishop and Dr. Turner, to about three hundred persons.
The Rev. Luther Rice ha» been elected President of George cellent bealtli, and sanguine of ultimate success.—Zareryooi
The day was uncommonly fine, and the congregation large.
paper.
The services of our Church, always appropriate, were on town College, Ky., in place of Rev. Joel S. Bacon, resigned.
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l’OETK V.
From the Boston Mercantile Journal.

SATURDAY EVENING.
The busy hum of eve returns;
The twilight upward speeds,
As night to day, and day to night,
In changeless course succeeds.
But busier is the evening hum,
That swells upon the air,
And quicker footsteps seem to tell
Of more than common care.

It is the nightfall of the week—
It brings the joyful dose
To earthly scenes awile, and bid*
The spirit take repose.
No work shall break the Sabbath rest;
No care with harsh- control,
Shall bind in mortal grasp the strength
Of man’s immortal soul.
That day Ynust be a day of love—
With holy converse blest;
And utge the lingering spirit on,
To seek the heavenly rest.
Then let the evening hum be loud;
’Tis but the note that tells
Of preparation for the peace
That in the Sabbath dwells.

S. F. S.

_________ MISCELLANY._________
The Benevolent Quaker.—Dr. P. a Quaker of Phila
delphia, is very kind to• the poor. In the times of sickness,
produced by whatever cause, he is always ready and willing to
assist them. Ilis benevolence in such cases, extends further
than his gratuitous services as a physician. Of course he is
beloved.
Oer streets are frequently somewhat crowded with building
materials—so much so as often, nt particular places, to prevent
two vehicles from passing each other, if the driver of either is
disposed to be obstinate.
As the Doctor was one day proceeding to visit a patient, his
progress was impeded by a dray—the driver of which had
stopped his horse in one of those narrow passages. After wait-,
ing several minutes, the Doctor requested the drayman to al
low him to pass. The latter who had heard of, but did not
know, the former, poured forth a volley of the vilest abuse
upon the ‘strait coat,’ and swore he would not move till he
thought proper.
“Well friend,” said the Doctor, “all T have to observe is
this, if thee should get sick, or if any of thy family should
ever he in distress, send for Dr. P. and he will do all he can
to assist thee.”
I need scarcely say that the heart of the drayman was sub
dued by the kindness of the man he had abused, lie was
ashamed of his conduct—stammered an apology, and removed
the obstruction as speedily as possible.
IIow true it is, that ‘a soft tongue breaketb the bone.’ If
the doctor had cursed the drayman till midnight, he would
have received nought hut curses and blows in return__ This
may be thought a small matter, but it furnishes a useful les
son.— Christian Messenger.

Cambridge.—In one of my early interviews with Robert
Hall before 1 had been a month at Cambridge, be said to me,
“What do you think of Cambridge, sir?” “It is a very in
teresting place.” “ Yes, the place where Bacon, and Barrow,
and Newton studied, and where Jeremy Taylor was born,
cannot but be interesting. But that is not what I mean;
■what do you say to the scenery, sir?” “Some of the public
buildings arc very striking, and the college walks very pleas
ing; but—” and there I hesitated: lie immediately added—
“but there is nothing else to be said. What do you think of
the surrounding country, sir? Does not it strike you as very
insipid?” “No, not precisely so.” “Aye, aye: 1 had for
gotten ; you come from a flat country; yet you must love hills;
there are no hills here.” I replied, “ Yes, there are; there
are Madingley hili and the Castle hill, and Gogmagog hill.”
This amused him exceedingly,—and he said, “Why, as to
Madingly, there is something in that; it reminds you of the
Cottons and the Cottonian Library: but that is not because
Maddingly is a high hill, but because Sir Robert Cotton was
a great man; and even he was not born Mere. Then, as to
your second example, do you know that the Castle hill is the
place of the public executions? that is no very pleasant asso
ciation, sir; and as to your last example, Gogmagog hill is five
miles off, and many who go there are puzzled to say whether
it is natural or artificial. ’Tis a dismally flat country, sir;
dismally flat. Ely is twelve miles distant, hut the road from
Cambridge thither scarcely deviates twelve inches from the
tame level; and that's not very interesting. Before 1 came
to Cambridge, I had read in the prize poems, and in some
other works of fancy, of “the banks of the Cam,” of “the
sweetly flowing stream,” and so on; but when I arrived here,
I was sadly disappointed. When I first saw the river as I
passed over King’s College Bridge, I could not help exclaim
ing, Why, the stream is standing still to see people drown
themselves! and that I am sorry to say is a permanent feeling
with me. I questioned the correctness of this impression, but
he immediately rejoined, “Shocking place for the spirits, sir;
I wish you may not find it so; it must be the very focus of
suicides. Were you ever at Bristol, sir? there is scenery,
accnery worth looking upon, and worth thinking of: and so
there is even at Aberdeen, with all its surrounding barrenness.
I ha traev on the banks of the Don, are as fine as those on tlie

banks of the Cam; and the river is alive, sir; it falls over pre- waiitad to do good with, thtae same people cannot ;,tturu . .
cipices, and foams and dashes, so as to invigorate and inspin cry out loudly against the boundless expenses ol U.o Jj
those who witness it. The Don is a riper, sir, and the Seven xicuties, and salaried agents, and the like__ Boston
is a riser; but not even a poet would so designate the Cant.
unless by an obvious figure he termed it the sleeping river.”—
Happy Retorts.—The obscurity of Ix»rd Tenie^
Life of Robert Uatl.
birth, says the London Literary Gazette, is well kno»c
he hud too much good sense to feel any shame on that ax
A Swarm oe Bees.—Be quiet. Be active. Be patient. We have heard it related of him, that wlteui in an earlv pe^
Be humble. Be prayerful. Be watchful. Be hopeful. Ik- •of liis professional career, a brother barrister witli whu«
loving. Be gentle. ' Be merciful. Be gracious. Be just. happened to have a quarrel, had the bad taste to twit LjOj.
Be upright. Be kind. Be simple. Be diligent. Be meek. Ins origin, his manly and severe answer was, Yes, Sir, 1 q
Be lowly
Be long suffering. Be not faithless, but believ the son of a barber; if you had been the son of * lurlwr,
would have been a barber yourself.” We have metinrnm
ing, an.d the grace of God be with you.
reading—-we believe in that excellent work, Taylor’s ‘
Migration of Birds__ No living creatures which enliven of my Life,’—with a retort made upon an inflated lord, by,
our landscape by tiieir presence, excite a stronger sympathy in distinguished man, who had risen to eminence by his owns,
the lovers of nature, than migratory birds. The full charm ertion, with whom he chanced to be dining. The kn,
of change and variety is theirs. They make themselves felt piqued at the attention which he elicited, said to him, “Sir,,
by ever-, occasional absence: and besides this, they interest the knew your father; lie was a butcher." “Well, sir,” tb
imagination by that peculiar instinct whicH is to them a chart reply which was deigned to the lord; “I knew your fide
and compass, directing their flight over continents and oceans And the only difference between my father and yours, it
to that one small spot, in the great world, which nature has He killed his calves, and yours, it seems, brought than up,1"
prepared for their reception. This instinct is pilot and cap
tain, warning them away, calling them back, and conducting
Spanish Politeness.—I have observed, however tti:d
them in safety on their passage. A mystery yet hangs over their rank, that the Spaniards are exceedingly kind and
their motions, notwithstanding the anxious perseverance with to tiieir inferiors. And, indeed, the lower classes have
which naturalists have investigated the subject. When we natural politeness, nor is there any language or manner ii<
think, for a moment, that the swallows, martins and swifts, disgusts, or offends. They have no vulgarity in tiieir freed^
which sport in our summer skies, and become co-habitants of no servility in tiieir respect. I have often sat round the in
our houses, will presently be dwelling in the heart of regions, ol a Posaad, amid Spaniards of all classes, whom chance hid
which we long, in vain to know, and whither our travellers assembled together, and have been quite charmed tu marl i!
toil, in vain to penetrate; that they will anon affix their nests general good humor, and the easy, unembarrassed propriety of
to tlie Chinese pagoda, the Indian temple; or beneath the equa behaviour of the common peasants__ Rccullectiuns of the Pn.
tor, to the palm-thatched eaves of the African hut; that the insula.
small birds which populate our summer hedges and fields will
quickly spread themselves, with the cuckoo and its courier, the
New Plan op Sticking Peas.—Procure a number ut dim
wry neck, over the warm regions beyond the pillars of Her
cules, and the wilds o‘f the Levant, of Greece and Syria; the poles about 5 feet long, und drive them into the ground nt Vne
nightingale will be serenading in the ehesnut groves of Italy distance of three or four yards. Pass a small line along the
poles, taking a turn round each, within three inches of tin
arid the rose gardens of Persia; that the thrush and fieldfare
ground; raise the next turn three inches, and so on in tutwhich share our winter, will pour out triumphant music in
cession, till you have attained the common height to which
their native wastes, in the sudden summers of Scandinavia;
that even some of the wild fowls, which frequent our winter the peas rise. Tin tendrils of the peas seize und twist round
these lines, and they are supported in m more attractive ud
streams, will return with'the spring to the far tracts of North
profitable manner than they are by the common stakes. Wlm
America;'and when we call to our imagination the desolate
Spread regularly along the liner, they have a fine circulatia
rocks in the lonely ocean, the craggy and misty isles of the
of air, more advantage from sunshine, and pods can be pulls
Orkneys and Shetland? where others congregate in myriads;
at all times without injuring the straw, (vines or hnultn.] Tin
or the wild swan, which sometimes pays a visit to our largest
mode is so cheap, simple, and possesses so many advanugn
and most secluded waters rewiuging its way through the lofty
that it is likely to be soon generally adopted.—Scotsman Ed
regions of the air to Iceland, and other arctic lands, we can
inburgh. J
not avoid feeling how much poetry is connected with these
wanderers of the earth and air.—IIowitt.
“Bar your Doors!”—A shabbily dressed fellow iit
London Becgary.—One negro beggar (says the London ning about the country—destroying the peace of families. vA
Correspondent of the Auburn Free Press,) has retired with a causing much unhappiness* In some families lie
fortune of $6,660. Women that liave no children of tiieir known to knock clown the husband and rob the wife anti diilown, for who have not enough of themJ will hire one, two. or dren of their bread__ His name is Whiskey__ Bam. Pat.
three, (the more ragged the better) at from 6d. to 9iL sterling
each per day: and they estimate that with three children, es
Libel Suit—-The Pennsylvania Intelligencer, irnioticin;
pecially if almost naked, in a cold-day, they can collect from the trial of T. Fenn, editor of the Telegraph, for publuhir.g
j 4 to 7 shillings sterling. If they can possibly get hold of a a libel oil John Zearing, says: The jury found a verdict ->i
I blind child, or one that is deaf and dumb they will give one “ not guilty," but at the same time decreed that the man, vhom
| shilling per day. A child that is most shockingly deformed is they pronounced not guilty, should pay the costs !
considered ps a sort of, windfall at almost any price—hut 4
shillings a day is the club price. They have their regular
Chapman’s Sermons, 2d Edition.
Clubs and Societies, and when they meet they drink and feed
well, read the papers, and talk politic—and if any one should
^1 OR sale at the COLLEGE STORE, Sermons on th
attempt to take n regular stand or walk without first being re
Ministry, Doctrines, and Worship of the Protestant
gularly admitted—woe be unto him the first dark night—
Episcopal Church, in one vol.— By G. T. Chapman, D-D.
Men with hut one leg or arm, or neither, are getting into
ALSO,
great, demand. The average collections are from three to five THE STA TESMANS MANUAL, or Lay Senses shillings each, about 2s. and 6d. of which they spend at night. By S. T. Coleridge, Esq.
A blind man led by Ids dog, being taken up a short time ago
April 26
co3mo.
and examined, it was found that his day’s begging amounted
to $6 66. One of the beggars, when questioned closely, said
THE OBSERVER
he went through 40 streets a day, “and it’s a poor street that
does not yield two pence.” You perceive this would make
6s. 8d. sterling ($1 48) per day,—a pretty fair business. It TERMS.— Two Hollars per annum, if paid in advance,);
was proved before the Commons Committee that an old wo
Two Hollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six month
man kept “a night school for the purpose of instructing chil
No subscriptions received for a less term than one yeardren in the street language." The number of vagrant beggars
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid,eWV
now in London is supposed to exceed 40,000. The number
at the option of the publishers.
of paupers relieved in London in one year was 117,317. The Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued,
money raised by the poor rates was $3,016,020,96; being 13s.
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty daysprf’W
5 1-2 sterling per bead on the population.
to the expiration of the term of their suliscription, othffwise, it will be considered a new engagement.
Salaries..—The following arc offered as specimens of the *** All communications relative to this paper,must be •’
salaries given to the melnbers of the Italian Opera Company
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohis
which has been performing at New-York:
LIST OF AGENTS.
Pedrotti and her husband—40,000 francs per anuum, or Rev. JOHN L. BRYAN,
....................... Boardman.TrumbultCs.»
$8,000, and tlie entire receipts of two benefits, which have Col. HUBBARD,................................... Ashtabula,
produced upwards of two thousand dollars: all dresses to be Rev ai.YA SANFORD.......................Medina, Medina C».
„
found by the managers, as well as a coach to and from the Rev. WM. PRESTON...........................Columbus,
GEOROE BEATTY.............................. Steubenville,
theatre.
Rev. J. P. BAUSMAN........................ Norwalk.
Montresor—-25,000 francs per annum, or $5,000, and one ARIUS NYE,........................................ Marietta,
JOSIAH BARBER .......................... .. Cleavcland,
„
clear benefit, dresses, coach, &c.
SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN......... Windsor,
Fornasari—25,000 francs or $5,000 and one clear benefit, J.
VV. SCHUCKERS............................. Wooster,
coach, dresses, wigs, &c.
WM. H. MARSHON,......................... Dayton,
MADDOX FISHER, P. M................. Springfield,Clark Co. „
Rocea, treusurer—24,000 francs, or $4,800.
Da. ASA COLEMAN,........................Trov, Miami Co.
.
Montresor, sen. manager—24,000 francs or $4,300.
ROFF & YOUNG,................................ Cincinnati,
„
Rev. HENRY CASWALL...................Portsmouth,
„
Stella.—18,(XX) francs or $3,600, and one clear benefit.
R. V. ROGERS,........................... Circleville
Orlandi—18,000, (Vanes, or $3,600, and one clear benefit. Rev.
ROWLAND CLAPP,........................ Cuyahoga Falls,
,
And other similar enormous sums to others of the company, WILLIAM HUNT............................ Urbana,
WM.
M.
BLACKFORD,
...........
........
Fredericksburgh,
V«the money to be paid monthly, whether or not performances
Rev. J. T. WHEAT........................... Wheeling, 'a
take place.
JAMES ENTWISLE.......................... A «4nd"a’ l’n5
More than $40,000 for the services of these eight individu CHAS. WILTBERGER...... ......... -- ?astlIn«l°,nP’ wirhiaai
als for a year. How readily it is paid,—with all the other GEORGE W . JEWETT,................... A,nn Artx,ur’ M,r«
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,.......... .......... York
enormous expenses that the existence of such an establishment C.
GRISWOLD..................................
imposes on the theatre-going community! But if raqney is CHARLES S. YOUNG ,............. —• »• John. Ne«-w»

1

